
 

 

FASTRACK REFLEX 3.0 FAQS 

 
1. What do we get inside the box of Reflex 3.0? 

 

A:  The box consists of a Reflex 3.0 smart band, charging cable and a Quick Start Guide. 

 

2. What are the features of Reflex 3.0? 

 

A:  Features of Reflex 3.0 are listed below -  

 

a) Fitness Tracker (Steps, calories and distance travelled) 

b) Heart Rate Monitor 

c) Multi-sports Outdoor walk, Outdoor run, Outdoor cycling, Indoor walk, Indoor run,  

d) HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training), Yoga, Elliptical, Spinning, Hiking, Rowing. 

e) Sleep Tracking. 

f) Breathe 

g) Music control. 

h) Weather. 

i) Alarm. 

j) Stopwatch. 

k) Camera Control. 

l) Phone Finder. 

m) Notification Alerts. 

n) Sedentary Reminder 

 

3. Does it have SPO2 Feature? 

 

A:  No, it does not have SPO2 features. 

 

4. Which application do we need to download to pair the Reflex 3.0? 

 

A:  The application name for Reflex 3.0 is Fastrack Reflex World. 



 

 

 

5. What is the specification required for smartphones to connect with Reflex 3.0? 

 

A:  The application for Reflex 3.0 is supported on Android 6.0 and above and iOS 10.1 and     above. 

  

6. What is the type of display in Reflex 3.0? 

 

A:  The display of Reflex 3.0 is 0.96 inches Colour TFT display with Touch Screen. 

 

7. How do we toggle between the screens in Reflex 3.0? 

 

A:  To toggle between the screens in Reflex 3.0, we need to swipe the finger over the screen   from bottom 

to top and vice versa and then click on the screen to select the option. 

8. How do we register/pair Reflex 3.0 with the Fastrack Reflex world application? 

 

Step 1: Download the Fastrack Reflex World application on your smartphone. 

Step 2: Open the application, allow all the permissions and agree to the Terms & Conditions and click on 

Accept.  

           Step 3: Enter your mobile number and tap on Continue. 

           Step 4: Enter the OTP and tap Continue. 

Step 5: Turn on your smartphone Bluetooth and location. The application will search for                           

the smart band. Once found, tap on Continue. 

Step 6: Enter the Pairing PIN shown on your smart band screen and once paired, you will be able to see 

“Paired successfully” on your application. 

Step 7: The next step is to create a user profile in the application. Enter the details like Name, Gender, 

Birthday, Height, Weight, Sleep duration target, Steps target. 

 

The application will be ready for you to use and you will be able to experience the new journey in the 

Fastrack Reflex World.  

9. What is the battery type and battery capacity of Reflex3.0? 

A:  The Reflex 3.0 is powered by a Li-Polymer - Rechargeable battery with a capacity of 90 mAh. 

10. How much time does it take to charge completely when it’s fully discharged? 

A:  The Reflex 3.0 band takes 90 minutes to charge completely. 

11. What is the battery life of Reflex 3.0? 

A:  The battery life of Reflex 3.0 is up to 10 days (5 days with Auto-HR turned ON and 10 minutes of daily 

multisport activity). 

12. What is the water resistance of Reflex 3.0? 

A:  The water resistance of Reflex 3.0 is IP68. 

 



 

 

13. What are the different colours in which Reflex 3.0 band is available? 

A:  The Reflex 3.0 bands are available in four dual tone colours viz. Black with Blue, Black with Grey, Black 

with Green, and Pink with Light Green. 

14. What is the warranty of the Band and the charger? 

A:  The Reflex 3.0 comes with a 12-month warranty for all manufacturing defects only on the band.  

15. How do I set the daily step and sleep target? 

A:  You will be able to set your step target from your application. 

Step 1: Go to the settings option on the application to get options for setting your step and sleep target. 

           Step 2: Click on step Goal and set your target in multiples of 1000 starting from 3000. 

           Step 3: Click on Save Changes. 

Step 4: Return to the Settings Screen and click on the Sleep Goal and set your sleep duration target in 

terms of hours. 

           Step 5: Click on the Save Changes.          

16. How can we make use of the sleep settings? 

A:  The sleep setting is used to track our sleep data. This setting also helps us track sleeping patterns like 

deep sleep, light sleep and awake time. We can also view the Sleep Debt (difference between your 

sleep target and actual sleep time). Based on your sleep pattern, you will also be provided with your 

sleep score. The sleep tracker is activated only from 7 pm till 11 am. In addition, it might take 30 minutes 

post completion of your sleep to reflect the sleep data in your band. 

17. What is the minimum charge required for executing OTA? 

A:  The band needs to have at least 30% charge in order to execute OTA. 

18. What is the minimum charge required for initiating a multi-sport activity? 

A: The band must be charged at atleast 30% for initiating a multi-sport activity. 

19. What is the maximum duration of a particular multi-sport activity that can be captured in the band? 

A:  The maximum duration of any particular multi-sport that can be successfully captured in   the band is 5 

hours, 59 minutes and 59 seconds. 

20. How can I monitor my Heart Rate on the band? 

 

A:  There are two ways through which you will be able to monitor the Heart rate with your Reflex 3.0 smart 

band: 

 



 

 

a. Manually you will be able to track the heart rate anytime by going to the heart icon in your smart 

band and keeping your wrist still till the time the reading shows you a constant value. 

 

b. The other way to get the average heart rate is by turning on the Auto HR through your Reflex 

application. The HRM will automatically store the readings and will keep a track of it in the 

application.  

 

21. Which are the music applications that Reflex 3.0 supports? 

 

A:  The Reflex 3.0 supports the default music application of Android and iOS. 

 

22. What does the rotating Active Well Being icon on the Reflex 3.0 app indicate? 

 

A:  The rotating Active Well Being icon on the application indicates that the application is synchronizing the 

data from the smart band to your application. 

 

 

 

23. How do I add my picture to my profile on the Reflex 3.0 app? 

 

A:  To change the profile image, you need to open the application then go to the setting option, on the right 

hand side top you will be able to see an edit option and then you can set your desired image and save 

it. 

 

24. Where do I get to see my multi-sport activity for the complete month? 

 

A:  You will be able to view your multi-sport activity for the complete month on the application by clicking on 

the multi-sport section. 

 

 

25. How do we change the band face of the smart band? 

 

A: There are two ways to change the band face - 

1. From Smart Band: Activate the smart band screen, long press on the existing band face. You can 

change the band face by swiping from bottom to top. 

2. From Application: You need to open the Fastrack Reflex world application. Go to the settings option, 

where you will get the Bandfaces option. Select your desired band face and it will be downloaded 

onto your smart band. 

Kindly note that there are 4 default Bandfaces in the band but you can download any Bandfaces 

available from the application. 

 

26. Can we create our own or customize the band face? 

 

A:  As of now, we do not have the option to customize a band face. 

 

 



 

 

27. What is the Z point shown on the Reflex 3.0 app? 

 

A: Z is a kind of currency earned when you successfully complete the pre-defined daily active tasks shown 

on the app. Each day of the week will have a new set of tasks which when successfully completed will 

credit your profile with Z points. These Z points will eat get added cumulatively and will be shown on the 

upper left of your dashboard. And then in turn these will get ranked locally and globally in the 

community section on the top left corner of the app. Kindly note that partial completion of a particular 

task will not help you gain Z points. 

 

28. What are the daily tasks required to be completed to gain Z points? 

 

A:  As of now, the daily tasks required to be completed to achieve Z points are as follows- 

 

1. Daily App Check In 

2. Daily Calories Burnt as per pre-defined target displayed on App 

3. Daily Step Goal to be completed 

4. There will be a target set for a specific Multi Sport Activity for weekdays (Mon-Fri) and on weekends 

you may carry out any Multi Sport Activity. 

However, these sets of tasks may vary from time to time. 

 

29. What is the community on the Reflex 3.0 app? 

 

A:  The community on the Reflex 3.0 Application, conveys you the rank you hold globally and locally in terms 

of the Z points earned. 

 

30. What is the use of a sedentary reminder?  

 

A:  Sedentary reminder alerts you periodically regarding your idle time based on the interval that you have 

fixed for these reminders in the application. 

 

31. Do we get a spare strap for Reflex 3.0 smart band? 

 

A:  As of now, we are not providing a spare strap for the Reflex 3.0 smart band.  

  

32. What is the lift to view feature in the application? 

 

A:  This feature when selected enables you to activate your band screen by rotating your wrist without you 

touching the band. 

 

33. Where can I check the Firmware Details on the band and the application? 

 

A:  The Firmware Details can be viewed on the band by going to the Settings>About. 

The Firmware and Application Version details can be viewed in the application by going to 

Settings>About Reflex. 

 

 



 

 

34. How to use Camera Control feature in Reflex 3.0? 

 

A:  You can use the Camera Control feature on the band by swiping to More>Camera and  Click on the 

Camera Icon. While using this feature, your application must be kept open in the foreground. 

 

 

 

 


